DNA analysis servers: plot.it, bend.it, model.it and IS
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ABSTRACT

The WWW servers at http://www.icgeb.trieste.it/dna/ are dedicated to the analysis of user-submitted DNA sequences; plot.it creates parametric plots of 45 physicochemical, as well as statistical, parameters; bend.it calculates DNA curvature according to various methods. Both programs provide 1D as well as 2D plots that allow localisation of peculiar segments within the query. The server model.it creates 3D models of canonical or bent DNA starting from sequence data and presents the results in the form of a standard PDB file, directly viewable on the user’s PC using any molecule manipulation program. The recently established introns server allows statistical evaluation of introns in various taxonomic groups and the comparison of taxonomic groups in terms of length, base composition, intron type etc. The options include the analysis of splice sites and a probability test for exon-shuffling.

INTRODUCTION

The thinking of biologists has been profoundly influenced by the idea of local structural polymorphism in DNA. DNA is no longer considered as a featureless polymer but rather as a series of individual domains differing in flexibility and curvature. In addition to helical polymorphism (B, A or Z structures), here we often deal with a localised micropolymorphism in which the original B-DNA structure is only distorted but is not extensively modified (1). Visualisation is an essential task as the underlying features can be identified neither by inspecting the sequences nor by looking for specific sequence patterns. The DNA tools page incorporate a number of visualisation tools that produce 1D, 2D and 3D representations in response to DNA sequence queries as well as a newly established site for intron statistics (Fig. 1).

THE SERVERS

plot.it

The plot.it server produces parametric plots using various physicochemical parameters (2). A query sequence is divided into overlapping nmers and the average value of a given parameter is calculated using tabulated values. The results appear either as simple sequence plots or as 2D plots in which two parameters are plotted against each other.

bend.it

The bend.it server calculates the curvature of DNA molecules as predicted from the DNA sequences. The calculation is based on values tabulated for dinucleotides and trinucleotides, and the curvature (degree per helical turn) is calculated using standard algorithms (1). This calculation was originally based...
on DNA bendability parameters derived from DNaseI digestion that characterise the (static or dynamic) bending of trinucleotides towards the major groove (3). Today a number of other dinucleotide (4–6) and trinucleotide models (3,7) are included, and the results can be visualised as 1D or 2D plots on the screen. Both the bend.it and the plot.it servers are based on C programs provided with GnuPlot graphic routines. Their output appears on the screen and is optionally sent by email to the user.

**model.it**

The model.it server was designed to provide 3D models of DNA in response to DNA sequence queries (8). The results are presented as a standard PDB file that can be viewed directly using any of the widely available molecule manipulation programs such as Swiss-PDBviewer (9) or RasMol (10). In addition to straight A and B DNA models, the server is capable of building curved DNA models using the parameter sets mentioned above. The server program was written using NAB—a high level molecule manipulation language (11). Coordinates of the sugar–phosphate backbone are optionally optimised with constrained molecular dynamics using energy parameters from the AMBER package (12). At present, the server can produce models of 700 bp in length, but models >50 bp will not be optimised. Modelling of canonical, straight B or A DNA structures proceeds in a similar way, but without the need for backbone geometry optimisation.

**IS introns**

The IS introns server was designed to provide statistical overviews on intron groups (13). Simple questions, like comparison of introns between various taxonomic groups in terms of intron phases or size distributions as well as the analysis of splice sites, requires a carefully selected dataset as well as meticulous work that has to be repeated as new data become available. The goal of the introns server was to establish an automatically updated intron resource that allows the evaluation of experimentally validated and statistically established intron models (12). Coordinates of the sugar–phosphate backbone are optionally optimised with constrained molecular dynamics using energy parameters from the AMBER package (12). At present, the server can produce models of 700 bp in length, but models >50 bp will not be optimised. Modelling of canonical, straight B or A DNA structures proceeds in a similar way, but without the need for backbone geometry optimisation.
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**CONCLUSION**

All the servers are provided with help files that describe the detailed instructions, the theory, the literature citations as well as the instructions for installing the accessory programs such as Swiss-PDBviewer (9) or RasMol (10).
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